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INTRODUCTION

Purpose:

My Involvement:

The HMH Player was conceived

I joined the HMH Player team at the

as a simpler version of our on-line

Spring of 2014. Since that time, the 1.0

platforms. Feedback from our sales

version of the Player has been released.

force indicated that many students

By the end of 2014, a new vice president

have limited access to the Internet

of design had joined HMH and called

from home. Thus the app’s main

for a better UX for the player as well as a

purpose is to allow students to

“seamless” alignment of the Player with

work off-line.

our on-line platform. Most of the work I
will show is from this 2.0 version.
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HMH Player 1.0:
The 1.0 version of the HMH Player has
been received well and won awards.

Available on:

Check out the HMH Player video here.
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EXPERIENCE M AP AND PERSONAS

Experience Map:
Multi-devices: As mentioned earlier
the critical aspect of the Player was it’s
off-line functionality. In the experience
map, we investigated various scenarios
to fully understand what we were solving
for and what potential pain points we
may have overlooked.

See full on-line Experience Map here.
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JAYDEN

OLIVIA

Jayden may be small compared to you, but in his own eyes, he’s much bigger.
It’s annoying when people show him games or shows that are for little kids.
After all, he’s five!

You’d be surprised how much Olivia surrounds herself with media that’s aimed
at teenagers. She can’t wait to be a teenager herself.

5-year-old kindergartener

9-year-old third-grader

Olivia represents kids in Grades 2 to 5 (who are seven to eleven years old).

Jayden represents children in Pre-K to Grade 1 (who are four to six years old).

Technology design guidelines
Use characters for engagement and interaction.
Jayden gets really excited about characters.
Eliminate text, with only very basic exceptions, such
as “Play” and “Go.” Require minimal to no typing.

Technology: touch first
Jayden’s technology experience is almost
exclusively touch-based. He taps, swipes,
and pinches effortlessly. But he doesn’t
really understand a mouse.

Reading ability
Fluent reader

Technology: still touch first

Reading ability

Like Jayden, Olivia still spends most of her
tech time with touch-based devices, although
she does use a PC in school occasionally.

Olivia is a competent reader and now reads
for pleasure, but she’s still learning and needs
occasional adult help.

Fluent reader

Use audio, animations, and images for instructions.
Keep the audio concise, and don’t keep repeating it.
Give frequent, positive feedback. Make sure he finds
success in the first ten to twenty seconds of play.
Reduce the number of buttons and controls. Be
ruthless about eliminating non-essential functions.
Make your design as forgiving as possible:
• Create large target areas. Use big buttons.
Don’t crowd controls together.

Technology design guidelines
Keep text concise & simple. When Olivia sees long text passages, she
immediately wants to do something else. Try to keep onscreen text to two
or three words.

• Disable accidental triggers. Avoid or
disable right-clicks and multitouch. Expect
rapid-fire tapping or clicking (“button mash”).
• Expect Jayden to click on everything.
Avoid showing clickable elements until
they’re ready to be clicked.
Standard conventions that don’t work for Jayden:
• Scrolling: He tends not to see it. Avoid where
possible. Provide instruction if it’s essential.
• Pop-up windows: Avoid pop-ups and dialog
boxes entirely.
• Drag and drop: Though more manageable on a
tablet, this action can be tricky for Jayden on a
PC with a mouse.

Play with the games Jayden plays with.
Download and play the following apps:

Toca Robot Lab

Angry Birds

Faces iMake

Watch this video:
See just how early the “touch-first”
mindset sinks in:
http://youtu.be/aXV-yaFmQNk

Can’t read

Can’t read

Elmo? Nah,
that’s for
babies!

Let her make mistakes, but make losing interesting. Provide specific
instruction on what she needs to do to get it right the next time.
Personalize the content. She loves customizing avatars, particularly to
make them look like an older version of herself.
Provide rewards and permanence. Building up rewards is a great
incentive, particularly when she can save them and return later.
Ensure there is a purpose to the reward, for example, furnishing
a house or customizing her avatar.
Avoid separate Help sections. Present contextual steps as needed, rather
than all at once.

Check these out for yourself; they’re what Olivia uses.
Download and play the following apps:

Bobo Explores Light

Toontastic

Glee Karaoke

Olivia and her friends like to use Scratch, a tool that
let’s them create their own games.
Watch a short demo of Scratch in action:
http://vimeo.com/29457909

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN HARCOURT

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN HARCOURT

Head to www.hmhcentral.com/personas for more details and downloads

Head to www.hmhcentral.com/personas for more details and downloads

UNIVERSAL EXPERIENCE DESIGN

My older sister
hates to admit
it, but I’m almost
as cool as her.

UNIVERSAL EXPERIENCE DESIGN
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EMILY

14-year-old ninth-grader

Texting is a way of life for Emily, and ever since she got her mom’s old iPhone,
she can’t get off it. She’s constantly multi-tasking, or constantly distracted,
depending on your point of view.
Emily represents students in Grades 6 to 12 (who are twelve to eighteen years old).

MICHAEL

High-school English teacher

Michael is convinced technology is a good thing for his classes and his students,
but in practice it’s a struggle for him to translate the potential into reality.
Michael is our primary design target representing all teachers.
If we design well for him, almost all teachers benefit.

His frustrations
Technology design guidelines
Her expectations are high. Emily spends most of her time on
apps and websites that have a high degree of polish and
design. She quickly spots outdated designs with low production
value, particularly in audio voice-overs, so don’t take shortcuts
on production.
Be authentic. She has a highly tuned detector of phoniness.
Don’t try to be cool. Don’t try to speak her language.
Keep tasks brief and the information focused, because
you’re constantly battling distraction. Make it clear how your
content is relevant to what Emily needs to learn.
Be careful with enabling student comments in products.
Emily and her friends are wary of negative feedback from their
classmates, and she’s acutely aware of how her classmates
perceive her.
Design with the same best practice usability guidelines as
for adults.

Technology

Reading ability
Fluent reader

I’m always checking
my phone. I practically
sleep with it!

I still live in a paper
world. Technology hasn’t
made my life any easier.

• He’s overloaded with admin work.
He easily spends ten to fifteen hours
a week on attendance, grading, and
reports.
• He’s under constant pressure with
performance monitoring and figuring
out how to meet the increased
demands of the Common Core.
• Technology just seems to be adding to
his workload.
• He doesn’t want to read instruction
manuals—he wants to be able to figure
it out as he goes along.
• Keeping his students engaged is a
huge challenge. He’s hopeful, but
unconvinced, that technology can
solve this.

Design Goals
Focus on getting Michael over the hurdle of the initial use.
Keep the initial experience as simple as possible. Layer
in complexity so that it doesn’t cloud the interface.
Provide instruction contextually, where relevant. Michael
shouldn’t feel he needs to learn the whole system at once.
Focus on solving his problems and simplifying his job.
Make it clear how products support whole class, small group,
and individual learning.

Can’t read

Technology use

Technology adoption
Early adopter:
keen and
experimental

“Social networking” is an understatement.
Facebook is a staple for Emily, and editing and
sharing photos on Instagram is even more fun.

Late adopter:
wary and reluctant

She and her friends love to post comments on their
self-made videos on YouTube.
Check out her friend’s video and comments:
http://youtu.be/Jj4e9rrYy9I
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN HARCOURT

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN HARCOURT

Head to www.hmhcentral.com/personas for more details and downloads

Head to www.hmhcentral.com/personas for more details and downloads

UNIVERSAL EXPERIENCE DESIGN

UNIVERSAL EXPERIENCE DESIGN
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WIREFR A MES AND TASK FLOWS

Assignments

(1 of 6)

Task Flows and Stories:
Once epics (requirements from the
product owner) have been established
we typically work up “rough” stories.
In turn these stories are used to generate
task flows. The flows are typically white
boarded and then rendered in Axure
to share with BA’s and products owners
for review.

See full on-line Task Flows here.
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Assignments

(2 of 6)

Blue Prints: The HMH Player is organized into three general areas: lessons,
assignments and reports. Much of my
responsibilities centered around the
development/thinking of assignments.
I identified three assignment types:
• Non-gradable (i.e. reading)
• Auto-graded
• Teacher graded (writing/
performance tasks)
The document to the right is an analysis
of the three assignment types. Note that
the assignment types are posted on
separate pages—navigate to individual
pages through left nav.
See full on-line Blue Prints here.
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Assignments

(3 of 6)

Writing Model: One of the more
challenging flows within assignments
is the writing/performance task. Much of
my investigation/thinking is done with
the use of models. In this case, thinking
of the virtual experience in terms of
the analogue.
The document to the right is an investigation of the writing model.

See full on-line Writing Model here.
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Assignments

(4 of 6)

Windows Management Diagram for
Writing/Performance Tasks: As implied
by the previous document the next step to
investigate was windows management—
specifically for the tablet.
Performance tasks are project based (i.e.
essay or science lab) typically comprised
of the “prompt” (instructions) as well as
source materials. Importantly, the submitted work is student generated. This could
include a written essay, spread sheets,
graphs as well as multi-media (audio,
video and images.)
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Assignments

(5 of 6)

Final Wireframes and UI: The HMH
Player UX/UI is based on a card based
architecture. The document on the right
shows the fully rendered UI. Screens
show three different flows with some
annotation.

See full on-line Wireframes here.
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Assignments

1

(6 of 6)

Writing/Performance Task: The
culmination of the preceding thinking/
processes for the writing/performance
task came in the form of a prototype
(1). I developed the prototype as well as
the moderators guide (2) for one of the
several user tests we conducted. Results
from the Testing is available in the User
Testing presentation (3).

2

3

See full on-line Prototype here.
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